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Policing Bodies I. India Thusi 2021-12-21 Sex work occupies a legally gray
space in Johannesburg, South Africa, and police attitudes towards it are
inconsistent and largely unregulated. As I. India Thusi argues in Policing
Bodies, this results in both room for negotiation that can benefit sex workers
and also extreme precarity in which the security police officers provide can be
offered and taken away at a moment's notice. Sex work straddles the line
between formal and informal. Attitudes about beauty and subjective value are
manifest in formal tasks, including police activities, which are often
conducted in a seemingly ad hoc manner. However, high-level organizational
directives intended to regulate police obligations and duties toward sex
workers also influence police action and tilt the exercise of discretion to the
formal. In this liminal space, this book considers how sex work is policed and
how it should be policed. Challenging discourses about sexuality and gender
that inform its regulation, Thusi exposes the limitations of dominant feminist
arguments regarding the legal treatment of sex work. This in-depth,
historically informed ethnography illustrates the tension between enforcing a
country's laws and protecting citizens' human rights.
Robert McBride Gomolemo Mokae 2004
The Municipal and Public Services Journal 1969-11
Transforming the Future (Open Access) Riel Miller 2018-04-27 People are using
the future to search for better ways to achieve sustainability, inclusiveness,
prosperity, well-being and peace. In addition, the way the future is understood
and used is changing in almost all domains, from social science to daily life.
This book presents the results of significant research undertaken by UNESCO
with a number of partners to detect and define the theory and practice of
anticipation around the world today. It uses the concept of ‘Futures Literacy’
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as a tool to define the understanding of anticipatory systems and processes –
also known as the Discipline of Anticipation. This innovative title explores: •
new topics such as Futures Literacy and the Discipline of Anticipation; • the
evidence collected from over 30 Futures Literacy Laboratories and presented in
14 full case studies; • the need and opportunity for significant innovation in
human decision-making systems. This book will be of great interest to scholars,
researchers, policy-makers and students, as well as activists working on
sustainability issues and innovation, future studies and anticipation studies.
The Open Access version of this book, available at
https://www.taylorfrancis.com/books/e/9781351047999, has been made available
under a Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 IGO (CC-BY-NC-ND 3.0 IGO)
license.
International Express Stéphane Tonnelat 2017-04-18 Nicknamed the International
Express, the New York City Transit Authority 7 subway line runs through a
highly diverse series of ethnic and immigrant neighborhoods in Queens. People
from Andean South America, Central America, China, India, Italy, Korea, Mexico,
Pakistan, Poland, Romania, and Vietnam, as well as residents of a number of
gentrifying blue-collar and industrial neighborhoods, fill the busy streets
around the stations. The 7 train is a microcosm of a specifically urban, New
York experience, in which individuals from a variety of cultures and social
classes are forced to interact and get along with one another. For newcomers to
the city, mastery of life in the subway space is a step toward assimilation
into their new home. In International Express, the French ethnographer Stéphane
Tonnelat and his collaborator William Kornblum, a native New Yorker, ride the 7
subway line to better understand the intricacies of this phenomenon. They also
ask a group of students with immigrant backgrounds to keep diaries of their
daily rides on the 7 train. What develops over time, they find, is a set of
shared subway competences leading to a practical cosmopolitanism among riders,
including immigrants and their children, that changes their personal values and
attitudes toward others in small, subtle ways. This growing civility helps
newcomers feel at home in an alien city and builds what the authors call a
"situational community in transit." Yet riding the subway can be problematic,
especially for women and teenagers. Tonnelat and Kornblum pay particular
attention to gender and age relations on the 7 train. Their portrait of
integrated mass transit, including a discussion of the relationship between
urban density and diversity, is invaluable for social scientists and urban
planners eager to enhance the cooperative experience of city living for
immigrants and ease the process of cultural transition.
Searching and Seizing Computers and Obtaining Electronic Evidence in Criminal
Investigations Orin S. Kerr 2001
Police Integrity in South Africa Sanja Kutnjak Ivkovich 2020-05-28 Policing in
South Africa has gained notoriety through its extensive history of oppressive
law enforcement. In 1994, as the country’s apartheid system was replaced with a
democratic order, the new government faced the significant challenge of
transforming the South African police force into a democratic police agency—the
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South African Police Service (SAPS)—that would provide unbiased policing to all
the country’s people. More than two decades since the initiation of the
reforms, it appears that the SAPS has rapidly developed a reputation as a
police agency beset by challenges to its integrity. This book offers a unique
perspective by providing in-depth analyses of police integrity in South Africa.
It is a case study that systematically and empirically explores the contours of
police integrity in a young democracy. Using the organizational theory of
police integrity, the book analyzes the complex set of historical, legal,
political, social, and economic circumstances shaping police integrity. A
discussion of the theoretical framework is accompanied by the results of a
nationwide survey of nearly 900 SAPS officers, probing their familiarity with
official rules, their expectations of discipline within the SAPS, and their
willingness to report misconduct. The book also examines the influence of the
respondents’ race, gender, and supervisory status on police integrity. Written
in a clear and direct style, this book will appeal to students and scholars of
criminology, policing, sociology, political science, as well as to police
administrators interested in expanding their knowledge about police integrity
and enhancing it in their organizations.
Handbook on the Crime Prevention Guidelines Margaret Shaw 2010 All countries
strive to ensure safety and security for their citizens and to increase the
quality of their lives. The Handbook offers a concise overview of the main
considerations to be taken into account in planning and implementing crime
prevention strategies and interventions. It also recognises that there are some
major differences between regions and countries in terms of the challenges
posed by crime and victimization and the importance of adapting programmes to
local contexts. The main emphasis is on how crime prevention strategies based
on the guidelines developed by the United Nations can be entrenched and
sustained over time. It includes information on the kinds of methods and tools
that can be utilised and are becoming increasingly available.
Safe Management of Wastes from Health-care Activities A. Prüss 1999
Political Handbook of the World 2020-2021 Tom Lansford 2021-03-23 The Political
Handbook of the World by Tom Lansford provides timely, thorough, and accurate
political information, with more in-depth coverage of current political
controversies than any other reference guide. The updated 2020-2021 edition
will continue to be the most authoritative source for finding complete facts
and analysis on each country′s governmental and political makeup. Compiling in
one place more than 200 entries on countries and territories throughout the
world, this volume is renowned for its extensive coverage of all major and
minor political parties and groups in each political system. The Political
Handbook of the World 2020-2021 also provides names of key ambassadors and
international memberships of each country, plus detailed profiles of more than
30 intergovernmental organizations and UN agencies. And this update will aim to
include coverage of current events, issues, crises, and controversies from the
course of the last two years.
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The Innovation Illusion Fredrik Erixon 2016-10-11 Timely, compelling, and
certain to be controversial—a deeply researched study that reveals how
companies and policy makers are hindering innovation-led growth Conventional
wisdom holds that Western economies are on the threshold of fast-and-furious
technological development. Fredrik Erixon and Bjorn Weigel refute this idea,
bringing together a vast array of data and case studies to tell a very
different story. With expertise spanning academia and the business world,
Erixon and Weigel illustrate how innovation is being hampered by existing
government regulations and corporate practices. Capitalism, they argue, has
lost its mojo. Assessing the experiences of global companies, including Nokia,
Uber, IBM, and Apple, the authors explore three key themes: declining economic
dynamism in Western economies; growing corporate reluctance to contest markets
and innovate; and excessive regulation limiting the diffusion of innovation. At
a time of low growth, high unemployment, and increasing income inequality,
innovation-led growth is more necessary than ever. This book unequivocally
details the obstacles hindering our future prosperity.
Foreign Operations, Export Financing, and Related Programs Appropriations for
2006 United States. Congress. House. Committee on Appropriations. Subcommittee
on Foreign Operations, Export Financing, and Related Programs 2004
Digital Evidence and the U.S. Criminal Justice System Sean E. Goodison 2015
This report describes the results of a National Institute of Justice (NIJ)sponsored research effort to identify and prioritize criminal justice needs
related to digital evidence collection, management, analysis, and use. With
digital devices becoming ubiquitous, digital evidence is increasingly important
to the investigation and prosecution of many types of crimes. These devices
often contain information about crimes committed, movement of suspects, and
criminal associates. However, there are significant challenges to successfully
using digital evidence in prosecutions, including inexperience of patrol
officers and detectives in preserving and collecting digital evidence, lack of
familiarity with digital evidence on the part of court officials, and an
overwhelming volume of work for digital evidence examiners. Through structured
interaction with police digital forensic experts, prosecuting attorneys, a
privacy advocate, and industry representatives, the effort identified and
prioritized specific needs to improve utilization of digital evidence in
criminal justice. Several top-tier needs emerged from the analysis, including
education of prosecutors and judges regarding digital evidence opportunities
and challenges; training for patrol officers and investigators to promote
better collection and preservation of digital evidence; tools for detectives to
triage analysis of digital evidence in the field; development of regional
models to make digital evidence analysis capability available to small
departments; and training to address concerns about maintaining the currency of
training and technology available to digital forensic examiners.
Hitmen for Hire Mark Shaw 2017-07-10 Hitmen for Hire takes the reader on a
journey like no other, navigating a world of paid hitmen, informers, rogue
policemen, criminal taxi bosses, gang leaders, and crooked politicians and
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businessmen. Criminologist Mark Shaw examines a society in which contract
killings have become commonplace, looking at who arranges hits, where to find a
hitman, and even what it is like to operate as a hitman – or woman. Since 1994,
South Africa has seen a worrying increase in the commercialisation of murder –
and has been rocked by several high-profile contract killings. Drawing on his
research of over a thousand incidents of hired assassinations, from 2000 to
2016, Shaw reveals how these murders are used to exert a mafia-type control
over the country's legal and illegal economic activity. Contracted
assassinations, and the organised criminal activity behind them, contain
sinister linkages with the upperworld, most visibly in relation to disputes
over tenders and access to government resources. State security actors
increasingly mediate relations between the under and upper worlds, with serious
implications for the long-term success of the post-apartheid democratic
project.
Changing Space, Changing City Peter Ahmad 2014-10-01 As the dynamo of South
Africa’s economy, Johannesburg commands a central position in the nation’s
imagination, and scholars throughout the world monitor the city as an exemplar
of urbanity in the global South. This book offers detailed empirical analyses
of changes in the city’s physical space, as well as a host of chapters on the
character of specific neighbourhoods and the social identities being forged
within them. Informing all of these is a consideration of underlying economic,
social and political processes shaping the wider Gauteng province. A mix of
respected academics, practising urban planners and experienced policymakers
offer compelling overviews of the rapid and complex spatial developments that
have taken place in Johannesburg since the end of apartheid, along with
tantalising glimpses into life on the streets and behind the high walls of this
diverse city. The book has three sections. Section A provides an overview of
macro spatial trends and the policies that have influenced them. Section B
explores the shaping of the city at district and suburban level, revealing the
peculiarity of processes in different areas. This analysis elucidates the
larger trends, while identifying shifts that are not easily detected at the
macro level. Section C is an assembly of chapters and short vignettes that
focus on the interweaving of place and identity at a micro level. With
empirical data supported by new data sets including the 2011 Census, the city’s
Development Planning and Urban Management Department’s information system, and
Gauteng City-Region Observatory’s substantial archive, the book is an essential
reference for planning practitioners, urban geographers, sociologists, and
social anthropologists, among others.
Uniting a Divided City Jo Beall 2014-10-14 For many, Johannesburg resembles the
imagined spectre of the urban future. Global anxieties about catastrophic urban
explosion, social fracture, environmental degradation, escalating crime and
violence, and rampant consumerism alongside grinding poverty, are projected
onto this city as a microcosm of things to come. Decision-makers in cities
worldwide have attempted to balance harsh fiscal and administrative realities
with growing demands for political, economic and social justice. This book
investigates pragmatic approaches to urban economic development, service
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delivery, spatial restructuring, environmental sustainability and institutional
reform in Johannesburg. It explores the conditions and processes that are
determining the city's transformation into a cosmopolitan metropole and magnet
for the continent.
Biometric State Keith Breckenridge 2014-10-02 A groundbreaking study of South
Africa's role as a site for global experiments in biometric identification
throughout the twentieth century.
Intelligence-Led Policing Jerry H. Ratcliffe 2016-04-14 What is intelligenceled policing? Who came up with the idea? Where did it come from? How does it
relate to other policing paradigms? What distinguishes an intelligence-led
approach to crime reduction? How is it designed to have an impact on crime?
Does it prevent crime? These are just a few of the questions that this book
seeks to answer. This revised and updated second edition includes new case
studies and viewpoints, a revised crime funnel based on new data, and a new
chapter examining the expanding role of technology and big data in
intelligence-led policing. Most importantly, the author builds upon an updated
definition of intelligence-led policing as it has evolved into a framework
capable of encompassing more operational police activity than simply organized
crime and recidivist offenders. Topics covered in this book include: • The
origins and aims of intelligence-led policing • A comparison of intelligenceled policing with other conceptual models of policing • An exploration of
analysis concepts and the role of analysis in target-selection • Evaluations of
intelligence-led policing as a crime-control strategy Written by an expert in
the field, this book offers a comprehensive and engaging introduction to
intelligence-led policing for students, practitioners and scholars of policing,
criminal intelligence and crime analysis. This book will be of particular
interest to professionals within the law enforcement environment; senior
officers, middle management, analysts and operational staff. A companion
website offers a range of resources for students and instructors, including
slides, chapter headings with supporting notes, key terms and names, criticalthinking questions, and quizzes.
Policing and the Politics of Order-Making Peter Albrecht 2014-10-30 This
anthology explores the political nature of making order through policing
activities in densely populated spaces across Africa, Asia and Latin America.
Based on ethnographic research, the chapters analyze this complex with respect
to marginalized young men in Haiti, community policing members and national
politicians in Swaziland as well as other individual and collective actors
engaged in policing and politics in Indonesia, Swaziland, Ghana, South Africa,
Mexico, Bolivia, Haiti and Sierra Leone. What these contexts have in common is
a plurality of order-making practices. Not one institution monopolizes the
means of violence or a de facto sovereign position to do so. A number of
interests are played out simultaneously, entailing re-negotiations over the
very definition of what ‘order’ is. How and by whom a particular order is
enforced is contested, at times violently so, and is therefore inherently
political. In the existing literature on weak states, legal pluralism and
johannesburg-metro-police-trainees-for-2014
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policing in the Global South it is seldom made explicit that making order is a
route to power and positions of political decision-making. It is this gap in
the literature that this anthology fills, as it analyses the politics at stake
in processes of order-making.
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights in International Law Manisuli Ssenyonjo
2016-10-06 Since the first edition (published in 2009), there have been several
important treaty developments, including the entry into force of the Optional
Protocol to the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights
(ICESCR) on individual communications, and significant developments in the case
law on economic, social and cultural (ESC) rights. The second edition addresses
these developments and explores ESC rights from foundational issues to
substantive rights and systems of protection. It has been fully updated to
include new material and up-to-date coverage of the case law of human rights
bodies and national courts on ESC rights. In addition to the rights to health,
education and work covered in the first edition, the second edition analyses
new developments, such as the rights to adequate food, water and sanitation,
adequate housing, social security and cultural rights. It also considers
several contemporary issues including the extraterritorial human rights
obligations of states in the area of economic, social and cultural rights; nonstate actors; relationship of the ICESCR to other areas of international law;
the Optional Protocol to the ICESCR; regional protection of ESC rights; more
examples of the domestic protection of ESC rights; the protection of ESC rights
of vulnerable groups; contemporary challenges to ESC rights, including poverty,
corruption, armed conflicts and terrorism. It concludes by exploring the
possible establishment of a World Court of Human Rights.
Triumph of the City Edward Glaeser 2011-02-10 Shortlisted for the Financial
Times and McKinsey Best Book of the Year Award in 2011 “A masterpiece.” —Steven
D. Levitt, coauthor of Freakonomics “Bursting with insights.” —The New York
Times Book Review A pioneering urban economist presents a myth-shattering look
at the majesty and greatness of cities America is an urban nation, yet cities
get a bad rap: they're dirty, poor, unhealthy, environmentally unfriendly . . .
or are they? In this revelatory book, Edward Glaeser, a leading urban
economist, declares that cities are actually the healthiest, greenest, and
richest (in both cultural and economic terms) places to live. He travels
through history and around the globe to reveal the hidden workings of cities
and how they bring out the best in humankind. Using intrepid reportage, keen
analysis, and cogent argument, Glaeser makes an urgent, eloquent case for the
city's importance and splendor, offering inspiring proof that the city is
humanity's greatest creation and our best hope for the future.
Black Opera Naomi Andre 2018-05-04 From classic films like Carmen Jones to
contemporary works like The Diary of Sally Hemmings and U-Carmen eKhayelitsa,
American and South African artists and composers have used opera to reclaim
black people's place in history. Naomi André draws on the experiences of
performers and audiences to explore this music's resonance with today's
listeners. Interacting with creators and performers, as well as with the works
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themselves, André reveals how black opera unearths suppressed truths. These
truths provoke complex, if uncomfortable, reconsideration of racial, gender,
sexual, and other oppressive ideologies. Opera, in turn, operates as a cultural
and political force that employs an immense, transformative power to represent
or even liberate. Viewing opera as a fertile site for critical inquiry,
political activism, and social change, Black Opera lays the foundation for
innovative new approaches to applied scholarship.
The Accidental Prime Minister Sanjaya Baru 2015-07-05 When The Accidental Prime
Minister was published in 2014, it created a storm and became the publishing
sensation of the year. The Prime Minister’s Office called the book a work of
‘fiction’, the press hailed it as a revelatory account of Prime Minister
Manmohan Singh’s first term in UPA. Written by Singh’s media adviser and
trusted aide, the book describes Singh’s often troubled relations with his
ministers, his cautious equation with Sonia Gandhi and how he handled the big
crises from managing the Left to pushing through the nuclear deal. Insightful,
acute and packed with political anecdotes, The Accidental Prime Minister is one
of the great insider accounts of Indian political life.
Urban food systems governance Food and Agriculture Organization of the United
Nations 2021-04-30 This report presents insights and emerging lessons on food
systems governance from the experience of nine cities that have developed urban
food interventions – Baltimore, Belo Horizonte, Lima, Medellín, Nairobi, Quito,
Seoul, Shanghai and Toronto – and draws on diverse sources of secondary
information regarding the experiences of other cities throughout the world. It
highlights entry points for the governance of urban food systems issues; common
procedural and content-related considerations when addressing those issues;
predominant governance models; and operational opportunities for future
investment. Successful examples can encourage other local governments to adapt
new approaches and innovate within their own context. Every city will need to
navigate the political economy to customize their choices and interventions to
local circumstances, priority problems and economic opportunities.
Exploring the Conditions that Impact Local Administration Responsiveness work
to Migrants in selected Metropolitan Municipalities of South Africa Kibreab
Habtemichael Gebereselassie 2022-01-03 Research on local administration
responsiveness towards migrant’s and non-citizens revealed that demographic
characteristics in local municipalities have often caused challenges for local
administrations to be responsive to the diverse needs of their communities
(Lucio et.al., 2013, Lucio, 2016). The objective of this study was to explore
the conditions that impact on the local administration’s responsiveness work to
migrants in Durban, Cape Town & Johannesburg metropolitan municipalities of
South Africa. The study’s goal is met by identifying five major conditions that
impact the local administration’s responsiveness work to migrants in the study
areas. Conducted in two rounds field research, the study used qualitative
research design methods. Semistructured interviews, group discussions, field
memos and observations were used to collect data. Thematic analysis method was
implemented to investigate and analyze the collected raw data. This
johannesburg-metro-police-trainees-for-2014
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dissertation also used relevant theory as framework and guide to uncover
elements of local administrative responsiveness which are associated with
migrants. The study identified and demonstrated that five major conditions
impact the local administration’s responsiveness work to migrants in the study
areas. Local administration work environment, administration organizational
structure and professionalism, external control from elected officials and
local politics, migrant’s community association, and economic contribution of
migrants are the main conditions that impact on the responsiveness work of the
local administration. The findings also showed that, anchored in the above five
conditions, administrative responsiveness also varies across the selected study
areas. This study also contributed by adding new insights about the mechanisms
on how the local administration can address the issues of migrants who do not
have a direct representation in the local government structure. Accordingly,
for a better responsiveness work to migrants and to support the inclusion of
migrants who do not have a direct political representation, the study proposes
recommendation for policy, practice and research that targets on local
administration responsiveness work to migrants.
Paratransit in African Cities Roger Behrens 2015-09-07 Public transport systems
in contemporary Sub-Saharan African cities are heavily reliant upon paratransit
services. These services are defined as informal transportation which operates
between the public and individual private spheres. In Africa paratransit is
characterized by low quality of vehicles and chaotic management but it also
provides cheap, accessible and flexible transport solutions for the urban poor.
It is typically poorly regulated and operates as a set of informal businesses.
A common result of weak public sector regulation and a fare strategy in which
owners claim a fixed daily revenue target and drivers who keep the variable
balance as income, is destructive competition and poor quality of service.
There is an incontrovertible case for improving the quality, reliability and
coverage of public transport systems, and some city governments have attempted
to do so by initiating reform projects that envisage the phased replacement of
paratransit operations with formalised bus rapid transit systems. In this book
the authors argue that there are, however, path dependencies and constraints
that limit the possible extent of public transport system reform. Paratransit
operations also have some inherent advantages with respect to demand
responsiveness and service innovation. Attempts to eradicate paratransit may be
neither pragmatic nor strategic. Two future scenarios are likely: hybrid
systems comprised of both paratransit and formally planned modes; and systems
improved by upgrades and strengthened regulation of existing paratransit
services. The business strategies and aspirations of incumbent paratransit
operators in three case cities – Cape Town, Dar es Salaam and Nairobi – are
discussed, as well as their attitudes towards emerging public transport reform
projects. International experiences of hybrid system regulation and paratransit
business development are reviewed in order to explore policy options. The
authors contend that policies recognising paratransit operators, and seeking
contextually appropriate complementarity with formalised planned services, will
produce greater benefits than policies ignoring their continued existence.
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Peace, Human Security and Conflict Prevention in Africa Janine Rauch 2001
South Africa and the Transvaal War Louis Creswicke 1900
Critique of Black Reason Achille Mbembe 2017-02-17 In Critique of Black Reason
eminent critic Achille Mbembe offers a capacious genealogy of the category of
Blackness—from the Atlantic slave trade to the present—to critically reevaluate
history, racism, and the future of humanity. Mbembe teases out the intellectual
consequences of the reality that Europe is no longer the world's center of
gravity while mapping the relations among colonialism, slavery, and
contemporary financial and extractive capital. Tracing the conjunction of
Blackness with the biological fiction of race, he theorizes Black reason as the
collection of discourses and practices that equated Blackness with the nonhuman
in order to uphold forms of oppression. Mbembe powerfully argues that this
equation of Blackness with the nonhuman will serve as the template for all new
forms of exclusion. With Critique of Black Reason, Mbembe offers nothing less
than a map of the world as it has been constituted through colonialism and
racial thinking while providing the first glimpses of a more just future.
The Transformation of the World Jürgen Osterhammel 2015-09-15 A panoramic
global history of the nineteenth century A monumental history of the nineteenth
century, The Transformation of the World offers a panoramic and multifaceted
portrait of a world in transition. Jürgen Osterhammel, an eminent scholar who
has been called the Braudel of the nineteenth century, moves beyond
conventional Eurocentric and chronological accounts of the era, presenting
instead a truly global history of breathtaking scope and towering erudition. He
examines the powerful and complex forces that drove global change during the
"long nineteenth century," taking readers from New York to New Delhi, from the
Latin American revolutions to the Taiping Rebellion, from the perils and
promise of Europe's transatlantic labor markets to the hardships endured by
nomadic, tribal peoples across the planet. Osterhammel describes a world
increasingly networked by the telegraph, the steamship, and the railways. He
explores the changing relationship between human beings and nature, looks at
the importance of cities, explains the role slavery and its abolition played in
the emergence of new nations, challenges the widely held belief that the
nineteenth century witnessed the triumph of the nation-state, and much more.
This is the highly anticipated English edition of the spectacularly successful
and critically acclaimed German book, which is also being translated into
Chinese, Polish, Russian, and French. Indispensable for any historian, The
Transformation of the World sheds important new light on this momentous epoch,
showing how the nineteenth century paved the way for the global catastrophes of
the twentieth century, yet how it also gave rise to pacifism, liberalism, the
trade union, and a host of other crucial developments.
Coldsleep Lullaby Andrew Brown 2014-06-17 "A finely crafted novel with an
unstoppable plot." —Top Billing In the sleepy Cape Winelands of South Africa
the body of a young woman is found drifting in a river, and Detective Eberard
Februarie is called in to investigate the case. It doesn't help matters that
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the young woman—Melanie Du Preez—was the daughter of a prominent local citizen.
Professor du Preez is a lecturer in the University's Faculty of Law, and a
conservative activist in the defense of the Afrikaans culture. Has a murder
happened here, and if so, is the motive politics or something much more
personal? Eberard discovers a scrapbook of lullabies that Melanie had collected
over the years, it's a clue that could unlock the case for him, if only he
could figure out what he's looking for? A man struggling with his own demons,
Eberard discovers even more secrets that lead him to the rotten core of this
old university town. Andrew Brown's Coldsleep Lullaby weaves a spellbinding
story about prejudice and deceit, courage and redemption. The swift twists in
the plot will keep the reader riveted and breathless. Intelligent, chilling,
compelling.
Socio-Economic Rights in South Africa Malcolm Langford 2014 This book sets out
to assess the role and impact of socio-economic strategies used by civil
society actors in South Africa. Focusing on a range of socio-economic rights
and national trends in law and political economy, the book's authors show how
socio-economic rights have influenced the development of civil society
discourse and action.
The Routledge Handbook on Cities of the Global South Susan Parnell 2014-03-26
The renaissance in urban theory draws directly from a fresh focus on the
neglected realities of cities beyond the west and embraces the global south as
the epicentre of urbanism. This Handbook engages the complex ways in which
cities of the global south and the global north are rapidly shifting, the
imperative for multiple genealogies of knowledge production, as well as a
diversity of empirical entry points to understand contemporary urban dynamics.
The Handbook works towards a geographical realignment in urban studies,
bringing into conversation a wide array of cities across the global south – the
‘ordinary’, ‘mega’, ‘global’ and ‘peripheral’. With interdisciplinary
contributions from a range of leading international experts, it profiles an
emergent and geographically diverse body of work. The contributions draw on
conflicting and divergent debates to open up discussion on the meaning of the
city in, or of, the global south; arguments that are fluid and increasingly
contested geographically and conceptually. It reflects on critical urbanism,
the macro- and micro-scale forces that shape cities, including ideological,
demographic and technological shifts, and constantly changing global and
regional economic dynamics. Working with southern reference points, the
chapters present themes in urban politics, identity and environment in ways
that (re)frame our thinking about cities. The Handbook engages the twentyfirst-century city through a ‘southern urban’ lens to stimulate scholarly,
professional and activist engagements with the city.
New South African Review 5 Gilbert M Khadiagala 2015-11-01 A series of essays
explaining the impact of the events at Marikana upon the South African
perspective of police and the keeping of order. This fifth volume in the New
South African Review series takes as its starting point the shock wave
emanating from the events at Marikana on 16 August 2012 and how it has
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reverberated throughout politics and society. Some of the chapters in the
volume refer directly to Marikana. In others, the influence of that fateful day
is pervasive if not direct. Marikana has, for instance, made us look
differently at the police and at how order is imposed on society. Monique Marks
and David Bruce write that the massacre 'has come to hold a central place in
the analysis of policing, and broader political events since 2012...'. The
chapters highlight a range of current concerns - political, economic and
social. David Dickinson's chapter looks at the life of the poor in a township
from within. In contrast, the chapter on foreign policy by Garth le Pere
analyses South Africa's approach to international relations in the Mandela,
Mbeki and Zuma eras. Anthony Turton's account, 'When gold mining ends' is a
chilling forecast of an impending environmental catastrophe. Both Devan Pillay
and Noor Nieftagodien focus attention on the left and, in different ways,
ascribe its rise to a new politics in the wake of Marikana. The essays in NSAR
5: Beyond Marikana present a range of topics and perspectives of interest to
general readers, but the book will also be a useful work of reference for
students and researchers.
Last of the Lancasters Martin W Bowman 2014-11-30 The Lancasters looked like
enormous deadly black birds going off into the night; somehow they looked
different when they came back. The planes carried from this field 117,000
pounds of high explosives and the crews flew all night to drop the load as
ordered. Now the trains would not run between France and Italy for a while, not
on those bombed tracks anyhow. Here are the men who did it, with mussed hair
and weary faces, dirty sweaters under their flying suits, sleep-bright eyes,
making humble comradely little jokes and eating their saved-up chocolate bars'
_ Martha Gellhorn??This riveting and highly intriguing collection of pilot and
civilian reminiscences works to commemorate the spirit of the almighty
Lancaster bomber. Each chapter is dedicated to a unique individual or group of
individuals who took part in its history in some capacity. Be they pilot,
civilian, or journalist, each played their own part and their accounts offer a
host of fascinating insights. ??Episodes featured include the battle for Munich
and the Nuremburg and Berlin Raids. Stories of PoWs downed in their Lancasters
and captured in enemy territory also feature, communicating a real sense of
peril experienced behind enemy lines. Two sections of fascinating black and
white photographs supplement and complete this trawl through the history of the
Lancaster bomber and the men and women who witnessed its glory days.
South African Law Reports 2015
The Oxford Handbook of Police and Policing Michael D. Reisig 2014-03-31 The
police are perhaps the most visible representation of government. They are
charged with what has been characterized as an "impossible" mandate -- control
and prevent crime, keep the peace, provide public services -- and do so within
the constraints of democratic principles. The police are trusted to use deadly
force when it is called for and are allowed access to our homes in cases of
emergency. In fact, police departments are one of the few government agencies
that can be mobilized by a simple phone call, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
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They are ubiquitous within our society, but their actions are often not well
understood. The Oxford Handbook of Police and Policing brings together research
on the development and operation of policing in the United States and
elsewhere. Accomplished policing researchers Michael D. Reisig and Robert J.
Kane have assembled a cast of renowned scholars to provide an authoritative and
comprehensive overview of the institution of policing. The different sections
of the Handbook explore policing contexts, strategies, authority, and issues
relating to race and ethnicity. The Handbook also includes reviews of the
research methodologies used by policing scholars and considerations of the
factors that will ultimately shape the future of policing, thus providing
persuasive insights into why and how policing has developed, what it is today,
and what to expect in the future. Aimed at a wide audience of scholars and
students in criminology and criminal justice, as well as police professionals,
the Handbook serves as the definitive resource for information on this
important institution.
World Migration Report 2020 United Nations 2019-11-27 Since 2000, IOM has been
producing world migration reports. The World Migration Report 2020, the tenth
in the world migration report series, has been produced to contribute to
increased understanding of migration throughout the world. This new edition
presents key data and information on migration as well as thematic chapters on
highly topical migration issues, and is structured to focus on two key
contributions for readers: Part I: key information on migration and migrants
(including migration-related statistics); and Part II: balanced, evidence-based
analysis of complex and emerging migration issues.
Police Work and Identity Andrew Faull 2017-09-07 This is a book about the men
and women who police contemporary South Africa. Drawing on rich, original
ethnographical data, it considers how officers make sense of their jobs and how
they find meaning in their duties. It demonstrates that the dynamics that lead
to police abuses and scandals in transitional and neo-liberalising regimes such
as South Africa can be traced to the day-to-day experiences and ambitions of
the average police officer. It is about the stories they tell themselves about
themselves and their social worlds, and how these shape the order they produce
through their work. By focusing on police officers, this book positions the
individual in primacy over the organisation, asking what policing looks like
when motivated by the pursuit of ontological security in precarious contexts.
It acknowledges but downplays the importance of police culture in determining
officers’ attitudes and behaviour, and reminds readers that most officers’
lives are entangled in, and shaped by a range of social, political and cultural
forces. It suggests that a job in the South African Police Service (SAPS) is
primarily just that: a job. Most officers join the organisation after other
dreams have slipped beyond reach, their presence in the Service being almost
accidental. But once employed, they re-write their self-narratives and enact
carefully choreographed performances to ease managerial and public pressure,
and to rationalize their coercive practices. In an era where ‘evidence’ and
‘what works’ reigns supreme, and where ‘cop culture’ is often deemed a primary
socializing force, this book emphasises how officers’ personal histories,
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ambitions, and vulnerabilities remain central to how policing unfolds on the
street.
Crime Prevention Partnerships Eric Pelser 2002
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